Here we go! | SAPL Newsletter: August 21

It's Time!

Birds flying high, you know how I feel... Sun in the sky, you know how I feel... Breeze driftin' on by, you know how I feel... It's a new dawn, it's a new day, it's a new life... And I'm feeling good.
There’s never been a year like this – our first undergrad students will soon call SAPL home, others are about to start their graduate journeys, while others come back for their final year before embarking on their chosen professions. So many learning opportunities, so much new research, new collaborations and new creations... it all starts with Orientation Week.

EVENTS

Save the date

The LC150+ international traveling exhibition of Le Corbusier models is coming to SAPL, in the curated form of Le Corbusier: An Archipelago of Ideas. Dozens of models expertly curated bring to life Le Corbusier’s undeniable accomplishments, avant-garde vision, transgenerational impact, and sometimes questionable legacy.

CBDLab | September 5 - September 20 | Register Here

Design Matters

Global Citizenship and Design | September 6 | CBDLab

Le Corbusier: Global Architect

Miquel Adria, Mexico City

The first lecture in SAPL's 2023-24 Design Matters lecture series will serve as the opening night event for the LC150+ travelling exhibition, being hosted by SAPL for the month of September at the CBDLab. The lecture will build on themes of modern architecture, its legacy, colonial dynamics, and the global scale of its impact. Register here
Love is Love!

Celebrate the Calgary Pride Week from **August 26 - September 4** with Rex and Ucalgary! *Join the Spirit*

**IN THE NEWS**

**Visionary researcher revolutionizes construction industry with robotics and craftsmanship**

"[We want to] make the trades more efficient whilst augmenting human skill and craftsmanship," says Nahmad Vazquez *UToday*

**Experts say some news consumers are going 'old school' following Facebook news ban**

SAPL Professor Thomas Patrick Keenan says not all media may have RSS now, and it's better to go directly to the media's website. *CityNews*

**ANNOUNCEMENTS**
CONGRATULATIONS! Architecture educator promoted to SAPL assistant professor

Dan Hapton takes on a challenging new teaching-focused role at the School of Architecture, Planning and Landscape, with the aim of strengthening curriculums and enhancing coordination across courses.

WELCOME! Faculty hire announcement: Dr. Douglas Robb

“I’m excited to be taking on the role at SAPL,” says Dr. Robb. “My work centres on building just and inclusive climate futures, and Calgary is very much at the forefront of national – and international – debates surrounding energy and decarbonization.”

Scholarship Opportunity

Rural Municipalities of Alberta Scholarship Opportunity – Scholarship program acknowledges the critical role an educated population plays in the prosperity of rural communities. More information, and how to apply. Click Here
"A few of my favourite vessels from this summer" | Jana Sands M2-Architecture  **Get Inspired**

Do you like the ceramic work above? Share your summer activities with the SAPLings!

Tag us on Instagram **UcalgarySAPL** or use the hashtag **#SAPLSUMMER**

**PROJECT SUBMISSIONS | CONTACT THE MARKETING TEAM**

**Website Updates?**

Let us know what needs our attention. Send a detailed note to **marcomm@sapl.ucalgary.ca** explaining the problem, and please provide the content to be uploaded, updated, or that is simply missing.

**JOB OPPORTUNITIES**

**Elevate | Job board for students**

Are you a student looking for a job? SAPL is now a participant in UCalgary's official job board – **Elevate**

Students can access this searchable and organizable job board by clicking here. Elevate is accessed by using your myUCalgary login. We hope this platform will easily and more effectively bring attractive job opportunities to more of our students, and do so in a faster and more effective manner.

**DESIGN BYTES**
When the good intentions of design slam into the hard reality of humans

Society is always entertained by design... no matter how unique!

First national cycling map to benefit riders, public planners

ArcGIS data with over 23,000 km of cycling infrastructure

How two architects turned this cheap old lifeboat into an Arctic liveaboard cruiser

As designers, we have no limits

Read More

Watch Now
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